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How do we learn?

Think of something you are good at — something that 
you know you do well.
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How do we learn?

Became good at it by:

1. trial and error
2. lectures
3. practicing
4. apprenticeship
5. other
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…and how do we teach?

1. information transfer (easy)

2. assimilation of information (hard and left to student)
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• Results



Peer Instruction

move information transfer

out of classroom

• assign reading

• teach by questioning
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Consider a rectangular metal plate 
with a circular hole in it.

When the plate is uniformly heated, 
the diameter of the hole

1. increases.
2. stays the same.
3. decreases.
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Let’s try it!

remember: all atoms must get farther away from each other!
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Let’s try it!

consider the atoms at the rim of the hole



Let’s try it!

“Does this method work only with questions

that have a correct answer?”



Let’s try it!

original 1. ajustar contraste 2. elim. imperfecciones

3. seleccionar 4. elim. partes atípicas 5. reconstruir



Let’s try it!

original 1. adjust contrast 2. remove blemishes

3. crop 4. remove outliers 5. reconstruct
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Consider this

a couple of points worth noting:

1. you got engaged
2. no “correct” answer
3. you got engaged
4. you don’t need a correct answer!



Let’s try it!

Which of the following airlines tries to save fuel by suggesting 
that its passengers use the bathroom before boarding?

1. Delta Airlines
2. Lufthansa
3. All Nippon Airways
4. British Midland Airways
5. Air France
6. JAL
7. Aboriginal Air Services
8. Aerofl ot
9. Are you kidding me? None of the above.
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1. Delta Airlines
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3. All Nippon Airways
4. British Midland Airways
5. Air France
6. JAL
7. Aboriginal Air Services
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9. Are you kidding me? None of the above. 
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Let’s try it!

hole in plate model

microscopy image discussion

airline fact

 
need to test mental model!
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Results

better understanding leads to better problem solving
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Conclusion

active engagement greatly improves learning gains



Conclusion

active engagement greatly improves learning gains

technology facilitates active engagement



Conclusion

not just a polling tool, but an engagement tool!
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